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Happy Thanksgiving!

June Jordan speaks on language and politics
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor

June Jordan spoke on
"The Politics of Language: The
Poet as Activist,," before an
audience of students, faculty, and
administration on Thursday,
November 10.
Dr. Sally O'Driscoll,
Assistant Professor of English,
introduced Jordan as a key part of
the effort to "face the challenge
from those who would use racism,
sexism, and homophobia to divide
us."
Jordan is Professor of
African American Studies and
Women's Studies at the University
of California at Berkeley. She was
the recipient of the Rockefeller
Grant in 1969.
Jordan began by looking
at the political system and how the
current offices emerged due to the
1992 election. Questioning the
use of the term majority, Jordan
acknowledged that "mostly young,
mostly elderly, mostly progressive,
mostly women, and mostly
African-Americans,
AsianAmericans, Native Americans, and
Spanish-Speaking Americans put
Clinton into office."

"These are the members
of the newly emerging majority,"
Jordan said. "I am not a member
of a minority."
Jordan spoke on the
political debates regarding the
proposed
restrictions
on
immigration in the United States.
"All the current uproar
about immigration is very
strange," Jordan said, continuing,
"Mostly everyone in the United
States came here as an immigrant,
of Native American descent, or of

African American descent. We
are constituted of many diverse
elements, but you don't break
down each one by one. You are
looking at the components of the
American people."
"Most people are
women, most are white, most
don't speak English. By the year
2000, our country will come into
sync with the rest of the world,"
Jordan added.
Jordan next questioned
the issue of illegal aliens, tying it

into the English Only Laws in
California, which favors the
speaking of English above all other
languages. She also spoke on
Proposition 137 and Proposition
187, further restrictions dealing
with immigration in the United
States.
"All of these things are
very closely connected, and very
frightening," Jordan said.
Jordan expanded on the
education system in California,
which is suffering from a large
number of immigrants without
citizenship trying illegally to have
the education they are deprived of
in their own countries. The
California education system legally
requires some teachers to report
students they believe may be illegal
immigrants in order to control the
population in the schools.
"Within the next ten
years, we will be spending two and
a half times more money on the
prison system than on education in
California," Jordan said.
Jordan later broke down
excerpts of the racist message that
was written on a bathroom stall in
Gonzaga Hall on October 20.
The message talks about
minorities, Jordan said. "What

minorities? Most people on the
planet are Asian." Further, she
said, 'As for taking back what
was once ours, America has
always been heterogeneous.
Living in a democratic state
involves equal entitlement."
The message itself,
Jordan said,''(' mstitutes political
language, and if you accept this,
you are participating in that
mindset. Language is really
critical."
"There is a failure of
leadership in our country," Jordan
said. "A failure of the government
to talk to us and tell us who we
really are, and how we really
are."
"We must become
intellectually defensible," Jordan
said, "We must know a basic
distribution of what kinds of
people are in the world. We must
be morally defensible, and we
must be psychologically
defensible."
"We are capable of all
kinds of insanity, because when
you don't know something you
start imagining, and focusing on
the basis of fear rather than fact,"
Jordan said, adding, "Fear will
subside as reality increases."

Pass-It-On Retreat remembers Lori Pinette
Kristen Finello
Contributing Writer

"Her enthusiasm in
sharing her faith and feelings
neverceasedtoamazeme." "She
left everybody who had a chance
to know her with the challenge to
be better people." These were
some of the sentiments expressed
about Lori Pinette, a 1993
Fairfield graduate who died in a
plane crash on July 2, 1994.
Lori graduated from
Fairfield with a B.A. in
Psychology and was pursuing a
Master's Degree in Social Work
at the University of South
Carolina. She was also a former
leader of the Pass-It-On Retreat,
an annual student-led retreat
weekend.
This year's Pass-It-On
Retreat took place from
November 11-13. Senior Joe
Dailey, who along with Lori was
one of the first retreat leaders,
attended the retreat to pay tribute
to Lori. During a brief candle-
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lighting ceremony Joe recounted
his first meeting with Lori, during
a Pass-It-On Retreat 3 years ago.
Joe also shared some of his
feelings about Lori and her tragic
death.
"When I got the news
about what happened this
summer I felt a great personal
loss, but what really devastated
me was the fact that it seemed
that a lot of people were losing
out whether they knew it or not.
She had a lot more love to give,"
Dailey said.
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In addition, a letter
written by Lori's mother was
read. In her letter, Mrs. Pinette
shared with the retreatants Lori' s
favorite quote, "Dream for
tomorrow, but live for today."
On Sunday, November
13, a tree was planted in
remembrance of Lori and in
celebration of her life and the
countless lives she touched. The
tree was grown and donated by
Dr. Edward Dew, Professor of
Politics. During the tree-planting
ceremony retreatants had the
opportunity to pay their respects
to Lori by each placing a handful
of soil, taken from the Fairfield
University campus, at the base
of Lori's tree. The emotional
ceremony was concluded by Joe
Dailey replacing the remainder
of the soil.
The young maple tree
stands on the grounds of the
retreat house as a symbol of
Lori's life and her untiring
devotion to the Fairfield
University community.
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Retreat leaders Andrea Petrone '95 and Greg Taddeo '97
help plant Lori's tree as Joe Daiely looks on.
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Campus Beat

Caitlin Whelan
News Editor

*

* On Tuesday, November 8th, Security learned of the theft of a radio from a Jeep.broken into on the North
End of the Campion Lot. This makes the third Jeep broken into on campus this semester. The Fairfield
Police are involved, and warn the possibiity>f a professional ring going after Jeeps. Security warns all Jeep
owners to be aware. Any suspicious behavior should be reported to Security.
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* The first of several burglaries this week occurred in Gonzaga on November 8th at 6:00 Pjjii The room
entry was non-forced. A second occurred on November 9th in Claver Hall, and two more complaints were
filed on November 11th from Jogues Hall, within three hours of each other. Another non-forced entry was
on November 13th at 3:39 a.m. in Jogues Hall, where a student awoke to find someone in the room. The
person left without taking any property, and the student was unable to identify the individual. Security
stresses the importance of locking your door when you leave the room, even if you just go down the hall!
* A threatening message was written on the door of an RA in Gonzaga on November 8th. The threat was
non-biased, and was directed toward the RA. Security contacted Fairfield Police to assist in the
investigation. Two days following, the RA identified the two students who wrote the message. They
claimed it was a joke, and the RA has decided not to charge the students or send them through the judicial
process.
* Two harassing phone calls were reported this week. Both are being classified as non-biased, and were
reported from Jogues Hall on November 1 lth and November 12th, each in the early evening.

Campus Crier
Come see Brian Torff & Thunderstick! Tonight, Novewmber
17th, at 7:30 & 9:30 p.m. in the Wein Experimental Theater of the
Quick Center.
Class of 1998!! Come to the Freshman Class Social, Friday
November 18th in the Oak Room of the Barone Campus Center, from
6:00-8:00 p.m.
FUSA Films presents "The Client" this weekend in Gonzaga
Auditorium. It will show at 8:00 and 10:00 p.m. on Friday, November
18th.
Friends of Nyselius Library present "Henry James' The American." with Dr. Leo O'Connor of the
English Department on Sunday November 20th in Nyselius Library at 2:00 p.m.
Come hear WVOF Unplugged Sunday November 20th, from 8:30-10:30 p.m. in the Stag-Her Inn.
This year's Student Poetry Reading will be Sunday, November 20th at 7:00 p.m. in the Wein
Experiemental Theater in the Quick Center.
The Tree Lighting outside the Egan Chapel will be Sunday, December 4th at 7:00 p.m.
The Fairfield University Orchestra concert will be Tuesday, November 29th, at 8:00 p.m. in the
Kelley Theater at the Quick Center.

Classifieds

**Spring Break '95** America's #1 Spring Break Company! Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona &
Panama! 110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn highest
commissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL.
Christmas Cash? Used Air Jordans '85-'91 ed. and late 70's to early 80's Nike running shoes,
up to $200. 1-800-873-3538 ext. 3
Travel Abroad and Work. Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required. For
information call: (206) 632-1146 ext. J50841.
TRA VEL FREE TO CANCUN, NASSA U, JAMAICA, & SOUTH PADRE ISLAND. SPRING
BREAK WITH SUN BOUND VAC A TIONS. ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP OF 15 AS A COLLEGE
REP. CALL 1-800-4-SUN-BOUND FOR DETAILS.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—Earn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or LandTour companies. World Travel. Seasonal & Full-Time employment available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C50841.
***Spring Break'95*** CANCUN, BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, SOUTH PADRE, MARGARITA
ISLAND, PANAMA CITY, DAYTONA BEACH. SELL 15 TRIPS AND TRAVEL FREE! CALL
BREAKAWAY TOURS AT 1-800-214-8687. TRIP DISCOUNT JUST FOR APPLYING! LET'S GO
FAIRFIELD!!
Available to type term papers, reports, & theses. Call an> 'me. page Evelyn Perez at 337-73115.
STUDENTS: Over 120 American manufacturers need you to assemble products at home. Circuit
boards, jewelry, holiday decorations, etc. Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Part-time/full-time. Experience
unnecessary/will train. You're paid weekly. Call 1-602-680-7444 Ext. 1001C.
Own your own business. Gain marketable skills while running your own business this summer.
Great experience for all business, accounting, management, and economics majors. Call 1 -800-346-4649
for more information today. Outlets available in all states of the U.S.
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Cheers

to Chico..to "patient" friends who
wait for you to have room in the
Cheers column, .to the Nasoons and
the Whiffenpoofs..to urnology..to
the study of diaphragms..to IV
taking root or deleafing..to little
redheaded girls..to friends who try
to cheer you up when you are
depressed..to girls dancing..to my
fly Nova..to Kaimuatic.to to
having an awesome friend who
will drive you to Long Island when
you're sick..to all the people
strugglin' just to get by..to the
pink ladies of TH86..to visiting
Webbians..to TH 116 for hooking
us up all weekend..to the Regis 3
Freshmen keg..to riding the
trunk..to
"les
Femmes
Erotiques"..to Dance Party Regis
325..to the First Freshmen Keg..to
bingo with Fr. Kelley.. to good
friends on Dolan 2E..to the great
(& hot) guys on Dolan 3..to a
"good call"..-the singing cutie who
lives at the beach..to my dad-he's
the best..to loose cannons @ the
High Tide, .to baseball caps @ 8:45
AM..to "rainy" nights..to
protein..to Jean the bus driver..to
Regis & Kathie Lee..to 6 voice
messages - "Your mailbox is
full"..to
kissing
at the
beach...strippers
named
Tony..realizing the "security
guard" at the door was really there
to strip not bust us..to VOF
Unplugged..to awesome Campus
Center grad assistants..to
wonderful understanding bosses
at Res. Life..to Margarita
misunderstandings being cleared
up..to long lost friends that stand
by you.. To "the crow"..to the sexy
man in the goalie uniform..to darts
at the Loudhouse..to Grease at the
High Tide..to the naut at the
Vatican..to late night pillow fights
at the High Tide..to the Volleyball
team making it to the MAAC's..to
guys who wake you up in study
lounges..to Washington, D.C.
internships..toCircleK..to making
peace with the sports editor, thanks
DPC.to visiting major paizons
from Loyola, .to seeing a gorgeous
man in nothing but a green
towel..to roommates who forget
about the mashed potatoes..to the
awesome sleepover in the Jogues
2 Loungcto pomos..to winking
at someone in Bio, and they wink
back, .to not planning on going out,
but then going and having a really
good timc.to the 3 men from
Dean..to the cotton video....to the
Big Pole, to the women's soccer
team..to our trainer doing a keg
stand!..to 1,2,3 HILLS..to
Flubber..to the Freshman
retreat:"hi!"..toangels,rock my
soul..joy service..to being in a
meadow and naked in a river..to
dropping the Eucharist and eating
before you are supposed to..to
finally talking to the girl who keeps
me awake in 1 st period math class.,
to Chris Folchi..

Boos

to roommates who have lost it..to
roommates making lines of salt in
the
Stag-her..to
mashed
potatoes..to mashed potatoes in
fountains..to getting your finger
caught in the garbage and having
it pulse throughout your
midterm..to strange interior
decorators who ride on paper
airplanes..to people who write
"Thrusday"..to Curriculum
committee meetings..to Freshman
who are able to be drunk every
night and use our ID' s to go out. .to
certain Jogues men who seem to
thing they are the greatest..trying
to fix your friend up with an RA
who you will always have a crush
on..to Jogues & Campion guys
who have no cluc.to someone
who laughs while kissing on the
beach..to a "bad call"..tp a great
guy leaving FU..to pushy
freshman senators..to not having
a boyfriend, .to babysitting on a
Saturday night..to missing your
1 st Harvest..to friends at B.C. that
don' t keep in touch, .to outrageous
phone bills..to hook,scam,ignore
- "bad call", .to spins after too much
JD..to missing your best guy
friend..to sad songs on lonely
nights..to only 3 consecutive
previews..to "Cabin Fever"..to
everyone who hasn't given to the
Senior Gift yet..to friends getting
kicked out..to annoying timeconsuming busywork ..to the
fool(s) who stole empty kegs from
the point (that's real cool)..to being
dropped on your head while doing
a kegstand..to the "fruit of the
loom" kid..to those who easily
conform..to the enforcers of
wackiness..to the insipid people
who worship Kelly's..to the
country club going, Mercedes
driving, Million Dollar Making
republicans who were happy about
the '94 election..to friends who
don't understand when you're
going through a tough time..to
being behind in life (not just
classes)..to almost getting arrested
at 7-11..to missing former RAs
who are at Catholic U..to not being
able to be a senior..to ex's who act
like jerks at the beach (you know
who you are!)..to the computer
labs being closed when you need
to write a paper..to not getting an
engagement
ring
before
graduation..to feeling like an
outsider..to feeling sorry for
yourself..to visiting West Point
men who throw up in our hallway,
get a tolerance!!..to someone
mistaking your bedroom for a
bathroom..to embarrassing
yourself at another school..to
life..to not going to NYC..to
schmoozes..to the Dolan 3W
visitor..to not having the time to
shop..to really drunk, annoying
recruits..to Loyola college..to
artificial turf..to not being able to
play basketball..to Heredity tests
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New Eucharistic Ministers
installed
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Caitlin Whelan
News Editor
After four weeks of
training, sixteen Eucharistic
Ministers were installed on
Sunday, November 6th at the
Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius
Loyola. TV:- ' Nation was held
at the 7:00 p.m. mass, and was
followed by a reception for
families and friends.
The
Eucharistic

Ministers are undergraduate
students from all four years, who
will serve at the masses in the
Egan Chapel during the school
year.
The ministers are, in the
first row: Kelly Ann McManus
'97, Sherry Gilbert '96, Alyssa
Serino '97, Frank Natale '98,
Maureen Mooney '96, Kiersten
Barrett '97, and Marion Barone
'96, Co-leader of the Eucharistic
Ministers.

In the second row:
Karen Kolhepp '97, Michelle
Penney '97, Sarah Bryzs '97,
Steve Kriso '98, Katherine
Mclntyre '97, Pete Pitucco '95,
Co-leader of the Eucharistic
Ministers.
In the third row:
Carolyn Rusaickas, chaplain for
the Eucharistic Ministers, Erica
French '95, Timothy Welsh '98,
Joe Fattorini '98, Kevin Murphy
'96, Jonathan Stanley '96.

Rev. Paul E. Carrier, S.J.. I .iiversity chaplain, stands
before a tribute "A Los Martires de La UCA," to the
martyrs of the University of Central \merica. To his left
is the tomb of the six Jesuits, murdered five years ago on
November 16th, and a portrait of Archbishop Oscar
Rom ei i also a victim of the violence in El Salvador, that
claimed the lives of more than 75, 000 Sal vadorans.

Photo: PR

Rev. Paul Carrier visits
tomb of slain Jesuits
(PR)
Wednesday,
November 16th, marked the fifth
anniversary of the killing of six
Jesuits, the community cook and
her daughter in El Salvador. What
has happened since then? On
January 16th, 1992, peace accords
were signed by the Salvadoran
Government and the Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front
(FMLN).
Rev. Paul Carrier, S.J.,
University Chaplain traveled to
El Salvador in September, where
he talked with the people and
visited the tomb of the martyred
Jesuits at The University of
Central America and the

"he next issue of the
Mirror will be December
8. Don't forget to turn
in all submissions by
Sunday, December 4!
r
appy Thanksgiving!

Metropolitan Cathedral where
Archbishop Oscar Romero is
buried.
Carrier is the driving
force behind the Mission
Volunteer program that has
brought hundreds of students,
faculty, and administrators to
Carribean, Central American and
South American countries,
The struggle in El
Salvador was brought home to
Connecticut when former
Westport resident Jean Donovan
was murdered there on December
2, 1980, along with three Roman
Catholic missionary women from
the United States.

(This article was submitted by the Office of Public Relations)
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The 1994 Student
Poetry Reading will
be Sunday, November 20 at 7:00 P.M.
in the Black Box.
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University Council minutes for November 3,1994
University Council Meeting
Thursday, November 3, 1994
Barone Campus Center McEleney
Room
Members present:
Administration: Jim Fitzpatrick
(Chair), Stephen Jakab, William
Schimpf
Faculty: Sandra Ducoffe, Tom Regan,
S.J.
Students: Mark Potter '96, Michael
Reardon '97, Steve Xeller '96
Agenda items for the meeting were
ordered as follows:
1) Racism/sexism on campus
2) Student representative on
FUSAPAC
3)University policy on release of
judicial case information
4) Student standing committees
AGENDA ITEM #1 RACISM/
SEXISM ON CAMPUS
Tom Regan began the discussion on
recent campus events and presented a
proposal from Kevin Cassidy requesting
the establishment of a standing subcommittee of the University Council to
investigate racism on campus. It was
brought to the attention of the council
that a tripartite committee already exists,
the Multicultural Task Force. It was felt
that this committee would be the

appropriate existing group to act on Kevin
Cassidy's request. The following motion
was made/seconded with no further
discussion on the issue:
"The University Council
recommends that the Multicultural Task
Force review and undertake the proposal
submitted to the University Council by
Kevin Cassidy dealing with racism on the
Fairfield University campus."
THE MOTION WAS APPROVED 8-00 AND WILL BE SENT TO ALL
MEMBERS
OF
THE
MULTICULTURAL TASK FORCE
FOR REVIEW AND A RESPONSE.
AGENDA ITEM #2 APPOINTING
MEMBER OF COMMUNITY LIFE
COMMITTEE TO SIT ON THE
FAIRFIELD
UNIVERSITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The following motion was made/seconded
with no discussion:
"The University Council
approves the appointment of Mark Potter
'96 of the Community Life Committee of
the University Council to sit on the
Fairfield University Substance Abuse
Prevention Advisory Committee."
THE MOTION WAS APPROVED 8-0(JANDWILLBESENTTOTHECHAIR
FOR I HE FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
AGENDA ITEM #3 POLICY ON
RELEASE OF INFORMATION ON
UNDERGRADUATE
JUDICIAL
CASES
Bill Schimpf explained to the council that
current policy does not allow the release
of detailed information on judicial cases
involving undergraduate students.
Discussion commenced on the merits of
releasing such information to the
MIRROR and CAMPUS CURRENTS.
Is itaquestionofneed to know vs. complete
release? After brief continued discussion,
the following motion was made/seconded
with no further discussion:
"The University Council
reccommeds to the Vice-President for
Student Services that in order to better
communications for the campus
community, the nature, date occurring,
and sanction of disciplinary cases from
theI -ivei. y judicial office bt released
in a generic fashion to the Lniversitv
community."
THE MOTION WAS APPROVED 7-01. NOTE: THE VICE-PRESIDENT FOR
STUDENT SERVICES ABSTAINED
BECAUSE THE MOTION WILL BE
SENT TO HIM FOR APPROVAL.
AGENDA ITEM #4 STUDENT
STANDING COMMITTEES

Steve Xeller brought before the council
the issue of increasing undergraduate
standing committees so as to foster better
avenues for students to channel their
questions of complaints. After brief
discussion, it was agreed that the current
avenues available to students, that is
using the undergraduate senate, FUSA,
and the appropriate living organizations
(IRHG, UNITE, SBRA, COMMUTER
CLUB) are more than adequate if a
student desires to take the initiative to
use these groups;
A motion to adjourn the meeting was
made/seconded/ approved at 4 P.M.
THE NEXT MEETING WAS
SCHEDULED
THURSDAY
DECEMBER 1,1994 IN THE BARONE
CAMPUS CENTER FACULTY
DINING ROOM AT 3:10 P.M.
AGENDA ITEM WILL BE A
PRESENTATION BY STEVE JAKAB
OF HUMAN RESOURCES ON
CAMPUS DIVERSITY EFFORTS BY
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY.
A
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE
WILL CHAIR.
Respectfully submitted,
James D. Fitzpatrick, Administrative
Member
Recording Secretary

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Anv nurse who just wnnts a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs
ing student who wants to he in

with vour level of experience. As
n Army officer, you'll command the
respect vou deserve And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits onlv the Armv can offcr-a $5000

the Armv Nurse Corps You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housine allowances and •*

a competent professional, given vour own

weets paid vacation—vou II be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of vour life Call 1-800 USA ARMY

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
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Campus Life

Celebrate the holiday year-round
at Cranberry World
Jessica Nutley
Campus Life Editor
Thanksgiving is right around the
corner, and already people are thinking about
their plates of turkey dripping with hot gravy,
mashed potatoes, yams, corn, and other
delicious holiday food. But Thanksgiving
wouldn't be complete in many homes
without cranberries, whether it be cranberry
muffins, cranberry bread, or cranberry
gelatin. Cranberry World, in Plymouth,
Mass., is dedicated to, (what else?)
cranberries. The guides have informed their
many visitors (five million this coming
spring) of the interesting story that
cranberries have to tell.
Cranberry World Visitor's Center,
established in 1977, is open May through
November 30 and is located just steps away
from Plymouth Bay and Plymouth Rock. It
is sponsored by Ocean Spray Cranberries,
Inc., a grower cooperative where the growers
are part owner of the company.
A stop along the tour at the Visitor's
Center is the "bounce machine" where the
cranberries are bounced and then rated. The
best rebounders are sold in bags while those
with less bounce go into juice drinks and

other products. Other attractions at Cranberry
World include a complete scale model of a
working cranberry farm; a contrast between
the harvesting tools and equipment of today
and those used by the Pilgrim farmers; and
some favorite Ocean Spray commercials.
Videos take visitors through the
cranberry's history from bog to bottle, from
wetland planting to harvesting, to testing,
and finally to its end product.
The Visitor's Center also boasts of
its "Partners in Nature" exhibit. In
conjunction with Ocean Spray's
commitment to the environment, the Center
also hosts the Cranberry World Wildlife
Festival every June to raise awareness of the
need to protect animals and their habitats.
On the lower level of Cranberry
World, there are complimentary Ocean Spray
juice drinks and cranberry treats from the
experimental kitchen. The gift shop is
stocked with cranberry-related items,
including cranberry glass, cranberry scented
candles and soap, and cranberry candy.
Cranberry World's Visitor Center
is open daily from 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. at 225
Water Street near the junction of Routes 3 A
and 44. Admission is free. For information,
call (508) 747-2350.

(Information for this article provided by the Massachusetts Cranberry Harvest Festival)

Cranberry Fun Facts
* Americans consume 340 million
sounds of cranberries each year.
* About 73 million pounds or just
wer 20% of those cranberries are eaten
luring Thanksgiving week alone. That
ncludes 55 million one-pound cans of
ranberry sauce, 12 million pounds of
lomemade sauce and 3 million gallons of
ranberry juice drinks.
* A typical 100-pound barrel of
ranberries contains approximately 44,000
jerries. The average yield per planted acre
in Massachusetts is about 150 barrels of
;ranberries.
* Most of the world's cranberries
ire cultivated on 29.500 acres primarily in
Massachusetts, Wisconsin, New Jersey,
Dregon and Washington. In addition, 4,000
icres of cranberries are cultivated in British
Columbia and other parts of Canada.
* Cranberries. Concord grapes, and
Dlueberries are the only three commercially

grown fruits native to North America.
* "Sassamanesh" was the name
given to the cranberry by the eastern Native
Americans. From venison and cranberries
they made pemmican, a dried food whicli
provided protein and vitamins during the
winter.
* In Massachusetts, cranberry
wetland systems are home to rare wildlife
such as the red bellied turtle and osprey.
* Wildlife that lives near the
cranberry bogs includes the great blue heron
wild turkey, otter, mallard, wood duck
Canada goose, mink, muskrat, fox and deer
* Massachusetts is the leading
producer of cranberries, with an average
annual crop of 1.9 million barrels in 1992
representing 43% of the world's cranberries
The cranberry crop contributes more thar
$200 million in payroll to Massachusetts
workers. The industry's total impact on
employment is about 5.600 jobs.
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Plymouth Plantation
a blast from the past
Marc Brennan
Contributing Writer
There are many historical tourist
attractions in Plymouth, Massachusetts.
Among them are the Plymouth Rock and
the replica of the Mayflower, but there is
one that stands above the rest. It bring
people back to the days of the early
American settlers. It allows the people of
our day and age (people who are used to
the many comforts of living in the
twentieth century) to see exactly how the
founders of our country lived. This part
of the world where time has locked itself
in the fifteenth century, is called the
Plymouth Plantation.
The Plymouth Plantation is an
exact replica of the first colony established
in America. The huts, gardens, and small
anim.;lsure displayed in the same way that
they had actually been for our early
settlers. Not only is Plymouth Plantation
a life-size model, it is also an educational
tool that serves to enlighten people of the
lifestyle the early settlers lived in. The
Plantation characters are in full costume
and cannot be coaxed out of their role.
I recently visited the Plantation
with my grandmother. We began our
adventure by hiking through a wildlife
park. The first sign we saw said "gift
shop" and before I knew it my
grandmother had disappeared into it. As
I, too, walked through the little shop, I
found a post card for my mom. It was a
beautiful picture of what I was about to
see in person.
The step out of the gift shop
brought us into another world. We were
led down a path that struck me as very
primitive. Bridges made out of sticks
allowed us to pass over a trickling stream.
I found myself looking to the left, and
then quickly to the right, half expecting
some sort of jungle animal peering at me
from behind one of the thick trees. The
trees shadowed the rising sun, making
the gray darkness add to the
mysteriousness of this strange hike
through the unspoiled natural woodlands.
Like a light at the end of the
tunnel, rays of sunlight became
increasingly visible with every step.
Finally, we had made it. We had reached
the entrance of the actual ^lymouth
Plantation. My first look was an overview
of the entire colony. I honestly couldn't
believe what I was seeing. Without haste,
I pulled out the postcard I had purchased
in the gift shop. I held it out in front of me
and was amazed by the fact that I was
looking at exactly what was on the card.
I was standing in the same place that the
photographer had when he or she took the
picture, and I could see why this particular
spot was chosen.
It was as if I was standing at the
top of a hill on a street, looking straight
down at it. This hill, paved with dirt, was
outlined by wooden huts on either side of
it. Each hut had smoke billowing out of
the roof. As the fog lifted off the ground,
I got my first look at the plantation, which
was clearly marked off by the shoreline.
Our guide led us to the huts. He
knocked firmly on the door of the third
hut to the left. Eagerly waiting for a reply,
I jumped back when the door flew open in
front of me.
"Mr. Columbus, how are you
this morning?" our tour guide asked.
"Just fine. Come on in and get

some breakfast while I head out to chop
the wood for today," Mr. Columbus said
in a loud, cheery accented voice. He
nodded to me as he passed through the
doorway. Our guide led us into the hut and
told us to look around, but not touch.
The dirt floor was so matted
down that it hardly seemed like dirt, except
for the dust kicked up with every step. The
walls were made out of sturdy logs, much
like a log cabin. The cracks were filled
with a muddy material that sealed up the
logs like glue. The darkness of the hut
made the one room apartment seem so
very small. The bed, made out of a knitted
material and straw, was set off to the right
corner. There was a big black pot that
looked like it was made for a witch's
brew. It served as a kitchen and was sitting
in the other far corner over the fireplace.
The fireplace was made in the simple
campfire style, with a circle of rocks and
sticks that came together like a pyramid.
After completely examining
Christopher Columbus' hut, we followed
our guide through a path that led us back
into the dark woods. This was a different
path than the one that had taken us to the
plantation though. It was very narrow and
overgrown. I was constantly dodging the
whipping branches that blanketed the path.
As I was just starting to wonder where the
heck our guide was leading us, I saw a
small clearing. It was a grassy field, about
the size of a two car garage. Before I could
make out the use of this clearing, I sensed
the overpowering smell of burning wood.
A husky, giant of a man was the
center of attention in the clearing. A small
crowd of ten people had gathered, and
judging by the expressions on their faces,
were being entertained as this man
explained, or bragged about how he was
the best woodworker at the plantation. He
was in the process of making a canoe. He
described as he went along how he was
the only one around who could make a
seaworthy canoe. The key, he said, was
the exact timing it takes to burn the inside
of the wood with just the right amount of
water to keep it from flaming up.
"So you think you're the only
one who can hollow out a canoe," an
American Indian said as he made his way
past the path.
For a minute the tension in the
clearing was great. The husky man was
obviously maddened by the joking remark
of the Indian man. The crowd watched
with anticipation, expecting a fight, but
were pleasantly surprised when the man
introduced the Indian as the person who
had taught him to make a canoe.
As the afternoon came to an end,
and all of the tired settlers returned to their
huts for dinner, my grandmother and I
decided to make our way back through the
wooded path, or time barrier as I like to
call it. We reached the parking lot, and
were happy to see such technologies as
cars. We had made it through a day where
talk of things like heaters, or ovens, or air
conditioning would not be understood.
On the plantation, the settlers would frown
at you like you were crazy if you told them
of such inventions. We both admitted that
the trip through the Plantation was very
enlightening. We had discovered firsthand
what life was really like for our founding
fathers, and we also learned how much we
should appreciate the lifestyle we live
today.
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"This is my life"
Top 10 reasons why Angry Salad
Escaping to Montauk, L.I.
is coming to Fairfield
provides peace of mind
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Mark Fusco
Staff Writer

Jennifer K. Laura
Contributing Writer
It has been a long year; long days,
hard hours, big responsibilities. When I need
to escape, get away, I need to go to a place
that's not too crowded. No busy streets like
lines at Christmas time, just peace, relaxation,
and nature. I know exactly where to go. I
pack a few belongings and head to Montauk,
Long Island.I drive past the busy highways and
the common anytowns, through the
glamorous Hamptoi s 11 the way to the tip, to
the eastern most point of Long Island. This
is the place where nature is home and
relaxation is the employment. It welcomes
me with open arms as the seas on both sides
draw me in, down to the glimmering shores.
The Atlantic's surging waves on one side
and the Long Island Sound's mild manner
on the other surround the town like overseers,
protectors. Then down the hill into the tiny
town of tranquility I go.
Like the harboring waters, the
people are very mixed in manner.
Occasionally a scarved woman with
expensive tastes, which can be seen in the
many bags she has in her hands, passes by.
The men in docksiders and Polos ride in
boats with landing pads for helicopters (yes,
helicopters) and have dinghies for toys.
However, the majority enjoy a more casual
fashion consisting of jeans, flip-flops, and
everyday wear. Even in most restaurants
there is no "proper attire" required. This laid
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back attire and attitude is what makes
Montauk that peaceful place, naturally.
I pass through the town and see
The Carriage House, the shop with hundreds
of old Victorian dolls and trinkets. Then
there's the countless "surf and swim" shops
selling swimming suits and other water garb.
I choose to go straight to the beach. On the
left is the Caribbean getaway resort, The
Ronjo, with totem poles and waterfalls
decorating the entrance. The beach is across
the street. The white sand welcomes me as I
enter onto a view of the vast Atlantic Ocean.
Sailboats and fishing boats can be seen
dispersed across the horizon. The
environment untouched by anything
excluding nature' s slow revisions. The dunes
held together by tall grass and care line the
shore along with rocky cliffs and shelter for
many birds and marine life. A cool breeze
soothes from the bright heat of the sun.
A little hungry, I wonder where I
should eat. The choices are unlimited. Fresh
seafood is found in the numerous seafood
restaurants and clam bars. Ribs and barbecue
chicken are the style at Anthony's back in
town. A jazz band at Gossman's can be
heard as the sun drifts into the horizon. In the
distance, couples walk up the jetty listening
to the faint sounds of the bluesy sax. I get up
and walk down the shore, passing the condos
and waterfront motels, and losing myself,
hypnotized by the waves until the aroma
snaps me out of it. I think lobster will do just
fine tonight.

10. "Congenial Coleslaw" was not available.

9. Father Kelley is a big "Saladhead" and follows them around the
country.

8. FUSA picked the band after a long night of Pilky shots.

7. It would be a fire hazard if the Oak Room actually filled up with
people.

6. The Village People was too tough an act to follow.

5. Just so students can sit around and wonder what a salad could be
angry about.

4. Students always complain about long ticket lines for dances; since
there will be no line, nobody can complain.

3. "The Crazy Survey Lady" will gladly point out that Angry Salad
came in fourth in the FUSA survey only behind Pearl Jam, Billy
Joel, and The Samples.

2. Not enough students actually see bar bands around here.

1. Their album just went tin.

by Mark Parisi
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The Mirror staff
wishes everyone
a Happy
Thanksgiving!

PEER TUTORS
NEEDED
FOR FALL 1994
Join our team of tutors! The Peer Tutoring Program, located in Dolan 210, offers students the opportunity to gain
experience. If you have a 3.0 overall average & the ability to obtain a recommendation from a faculty member, contact Student Support Services at X2445.
We are looking forward to working with
you!
Note: Tutors are needed in the following
areas: Math for Liberal Arts, Ecology,
Chemistry of the New Nutrition, Introduction to Philosophy, Financial Management, Health Restoration I, Health
Restoration II, Anatomy and Physiology,
Inorganic Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, General Chemistry, and Physics.

Campus Life
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Around Campus
by Laura White and Monica Chelchowski

What are you thankful for?

Tim O'Connor '95
" That the racoon didn't give
me rabies."

John Madson '95
"That I don't have the
Loudhouse's landlord!"

Jennifer Waite '95
"That I'll finally be twentyone in four days!"

Kristi Olson '95
"Indie rock."

Marc Murolo '95

Jen Mullery '95

"That justice was served and
my noise violation ticket was
dismissed."

"My landlady's early morning
visits and the presents her dog
leaves in front of my house."

Chris Maynard '95

Tim O'Regan '96

"The dishwasher at the
RiMaLa."

"My well-defined Pectorals."

Need something to do over Thanksgiving?
Apply for a fellowship, scholarship or enter an essay contest
Compiled from press releases
** Applications are now being
accepted for a graduate fellowship and
internship program through which
minority students are trained to become
newspaper reporters and editors.
Jointly sponsored by Syracuse
University and the Newhouse Foundation,
the Newhouse Graduate Fellowship/
Internship in Newspaper Journalism for
Minorities awards provide for 16 months
of master's level study at the acclaimed
S.I. Newhouse School of Public
Communications at Syracuse University.
Free tuition, $1,100 a month
stipends, health insurance coverage, and
up to $3,300 in other benefits are provided.
During their months in school,
the winners also work as part-time interns
at Syracuse Newspapers. Then later, after
earning their master's degree, the winners
work for a year as full-time interns either
at the Syracuse Newspapers or at one of
the 24 other Newhouse papers across the
country.

To be eligible for the 1995-97
program, a candidate must have earned an
undergraduate degree from an accredited
college or university in a field other than
journalism (with a B average or higher) by
July 1,1995, be a United States citizen and
either African American, Hispanic, Asian,
or Native American.
To apply, the student must
complete an application for admission to
Syracuse University's master's program
in newspaper by March 1, 1995. This
requires taking the Graduate Record
Examination.
Further information and
Newhouse School graduate prospectuses
(including application forms) are available
from Ms. Colleen Duffin, 305 Newhouse
I, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY
13244-2100. She can be reached by phone
at (315) 443-1124 or by fax at (315) 4433946.
** Fairfield University students
interested in a career in mathematics,
the natural sciences, or those
engineering disciplines that contribute

significantly to the technological
advances of the United States are invited
to apply to the Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarship and Excellence in Education
Program.
In April 1995, the Foundation
will award scholarships to students who
will be college juniors or seniors during
the 1995-96 academic year. In order to be
considered for an award, students must be
nominated by their institution. The
deadline for all 1995 nominations is
December 16, 1994.
The scholarship covers eligible
expenses up to a maximum of $7,000 per
year. To be eligible, a student must be a
current full-time sophomore or junior and
must be pursuing a baccalaureate degree,
have a B average or equivalent, stand in
the upper fourth of the class, and be a U.S.
citizen, resident alien, or U.S. national
who will pursue a career in mathematics,
the natural sciences, or an eligible
engineering discipline.
Interested sophomores and
juniors should contact Dr. Beverly Kahn,
Associate Dean, College of Arts and

Sciences in Canisius 100 by November
28.
**The 1995 Elie Wiesel Prize
in Ethics Essay Contest, with awards
totaling $10,000, is now open to junior
and senior undergraduates at accredited
U.S. colleges or universities. The deadline
for submitting an original 3,000-4,000
word essay is January 13,1995. The theme
for this year is: "Creating an Ethical
Society: Personal Responsibility and the
Common Good."
Elie Wiesel established the
Foundation for Humanity after receiving
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1986. The
Foundation's purpose is to advance the
cause of peace and human rights by
creating forums for the discussion of urgent
ethical issues confronting people
throughout the world.
For entry forms and guidelines,
contact The Elie Wiesel Foundation for
Humanity, 1177 Avenue of the Americas,
36th Floor, New York, NY 10036, (212)
221-1100.

VALID WITH STUDENT ID

.J^CQUIE'S

Gift Certificate
\r

salon
To the bearer for 25% off all salon services from
Authorized by Jacquie
One Certificate per Customer

UP
TO

-/^CQUIE'S

salon

1248 Post Road East
Westport, Connecticut 06880
(203) 227-2131

$coo

DELICATESSEIS *

Buy one sandwich Get one FREE!
Bring in this ad and enjoy
a complimentary sandwich when
a second sandwich of equal or
greater value is purchased
Located in the GRAND UNION shopping center!

'VALUE

Editorial/Commentary
Should we give
Letters to the Editor
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thanks?

'Us the season to give thanks. It's been
rough lately, with the racial incidents and hate
crimes on campus. Everybody has huge
amounts of homework and tests, and
registration is just around the corner. It's enough
to make anyone lose their sanity, let alone take
time out of their busy schedule to think about
the good things in life.
It's usually easier to dwell on the negative
than to make the effort to look at things in a
positive light. All of us have something to be
very thankful for. We are part of an academic
community that fosters our spiritual and
intellectual growth. The hate crimes committed
on ourcampus have challengedourcommunity,
but this challenge has brought us closer together
and made us stronger. It has also made us
question some of our values, and to rethink
some of our actions. These crimes have caused
many of us to change the way we think, but the
changes have been for the better.
There are lots of stressful things that
affect life at Fairfield. Just try to remember, as
you drag home twenty pounds of books, that
after Thanksgiving, there are only eleven more
days of classes.
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Student speaks
To my brothers and
sisters:
The news has reached me
that the ignorant have struck again
and, similar to the past, the
University has ignored it. Please
realize that this has happened in
the past, and sadly enough to admit
it will continue to happen in the
future. It's part of the culture. Just

as we were brought up with self
love, confidence, pride in our
heritage. Others that surround us
were bred with contempt for us,
and it continues because it is
accepted by institutions just like
Fairfield.
But this was not to stir
your anger. Instead, this was to
support you in your constant
struggle. Brothers and sisters,

HOLD TIGHT! IT IS JUST A
MATTER OF TIME. "When the
King is concerned with justice, the
nation will be strong, but when he
is only concerned with money he
will ruin his country." (Proverbs
29:4).
Sincerely,
Fiona Edwards '95

Diversity message in poetry
The wall stands divided
between papered and
painted;
I just see a wall.

The following poems
were written as commentaries
concerning race relations. Considering recent problems here at
Fairfield, we would like to share
them with the community.

Gina M. Pagano
"The Room"

Two Rooms

Light shoots in
from all directions,
casting shadows and reflections,
altering the perceptions
of the walls
and the furnishings.
Now even a painting
holds a hidden message,
not just a peaceful view.

The light shines through
the normally closed door of
consciousness,
The darkness of the
hatred room is partially exposed.
Never before was this
darkness
A part of the house of
unity.
This consciousness is

our enlightenment.
Now, within ourselves
We can see that there is
darkness
That must be stopped,
For there should be no
room without light.
We must all join together
like
The diverse pieces of a
puzzle,
To each light a candle of
support
So there is no darkness
in any house.
Peter Fox
class of '98

Quotes of the Week
"Can I roll you in my bolster?"
- Some boys from Clever 3 found a new and creative use for the bolsters
attached to their beds.

"The backa my thighs can't afford super size."
-Sophomore NicoleCicognadebatesoverherchoiceofcusineat McDonalds.

"You want my Nixon, NOW??"
- A boy who was not willing to share his relic of the former president.

"Hey, Boss, how did I wet myself?"
-A sophomore overheard waking up on Saturday morning, obviously
confused.

Publication Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of
its readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror
Office on the ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must
also be typewritten with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3)
Letters must be received by 3:00 PM Sunday for publication the
following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed.
Only with the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial
Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which
contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis so that room can be reserved for more
general topics. 6) Letters must be free of personal attacks,
inaccurate factual material, and libel, and should also be free of
grammatical and spelling errors. 7) AH announcements and
other submissions must be typewritten and received by
6:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication. Prior notification by phone or mail is advised. 8) Once received all
submissions become property of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to
edit such. The Editorial Board shall determine which articles will appear. The
Board's
decision
is final.
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"I never drink it straight."
-Sharon Beaudette, talking about 2% milk at breakfast.

"Liz, I lost my enema! Can I borrow yours?"
-Nursing student Erin Murphy panicing before class.

"NC<X)C<KXXXXXXXXXXXXX)!
-A sophomore's response to her roomate who jokingly told her that
Oliver North won a seat in the Senate.

"They pulled that ending out of their ass!"
-Overheard in Gonzaga 1, girls talking about the movie "Interview
with the Vampire" as compared to the book.
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Republicans happy
with election
success
Anthony Marciano
Contributing Writer
When I returned to this fair
campus last Wednesday, after having spent
the last two days in Rhode Island
contributing to the greatest day the
Republican party has seen in the postDepression era, I noticed a rather curious
phenomenon. Some of the more liberal
members of the student body were not
considerably disheartened by the crushing
defeat that their party had sustained the
previous day.
I say curious because I would
have expected any committed Democrat
to be at the very least discouraged by an
election day that gave the G.O.P. an 8-seat
gain in the Senate (giving them a majority
for the first time in eight years) and 42-seat
gain in the House (giving them a majority
for the first time in forty years).
However, they seemed to be of
the opinion that the election results, and
the corresponding realignment of power,
will in the end be damaging for the
Republicans, as it will enable the voters to
see the "true colors" of the Republican
Party, which, we are told, will be anathema
to the-majority of Americans.
First of all, this argument
presumes that the American people, in
giving control of Congress to the
Republicans, did not really know what
they were doing. I find this argument
flawed, for the simple reason that, in the
months preceding the election, the
Democrats had just as much of a chance to
advance their agenda as did the
Republicans.
In fact, one could argue that the
Democrats had more of a chance to advance
their agenda, since there were more
Democratic incumbents than Republican
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incumbents, and with the exception of a
couple of exceptionally well-financed Senate
challengers, incumbents generally had more
money to spend on advertising, as they have
had in every election in recent memory.
This argument is also based on the
specious premises that the Republican Party
advocates the politics of exclusion, and will
veer towards the "Radical Right" now that it
has a Congressional majority. When the
liberals talk about the politics of exclusion,
what they are really saying is that the G.O.P.
is hostile to nonwhite Americans, specifically
those of African descent. However, the
facts simply do riot validate this slur against
the party whose support was necessary in
the 1960's to pass the civil rights agenda, at
times over the objections of Southern
Democrats.
At no time has the inclusive nature
of the Republican Party been more evident
than this past Election Day, when no fewer
than twenty-four black candidates ran for
office under the banner of the Republican
Party, including some who ran in districts
that had not seen a black candidate for
Congress since the Reconstruction era.
One reason why Republicans will
not become more extreme is that the people
who are leading the Republican Party are far
from radical. Bob Dole, who as Senate
Majority Leader will be one of the two most
powerful men in the new Congress, is far
from an extremist.
However, we must also address
Newt Gingrich, who will either be the most
powerful leader, or second to Dole, in the
new Congress. The media have gone out of
their way to portray this man as a "loose
cannon" or their favorite catch-phrase "tied
to the Radical (or Religious) Right."
However, in examining what he
has advocated during his political career,
and specifically during this past campaign,
one must conclude that he is "radical" only
if one considers high taxes, high spending,
more government control of the economy,
and less individual responsibility to be the
norm.
It is clear that the American people
knew exactly what they were doing when
they gave the Republicans majorities in both
Houses of Congress. They knew that they
were electing a party that is inclusive, and is
led by responsible individuals who advocate
the kind of policies that they want.
The Republican Party was given a
great responsibility by the American people,
and all evidence indicates that it is a
responsibility they will not betray.

"Come with us, ma'am — and if I were you,
I'd get a good lawyer. No one's gonna buy that
my-husband-was-only-hibernating story."

LET'S TRY IT AGAIN...

THE
BOGMEN
ARE
COMING!

WITH BOSTON SENSATION
'ANGRY SALAD5 OPENING
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19 @ 8:00 PM
OAK ROOM
PRE-SHOW PARTY AT THE PUB - must be 21 to drink

I'RiNC'HTUN
REVIEW .

800/2 REVIEW

TICKET SALES:
Monday Nov. 14 - Friday Nov. 18
11:30 -1:30 - Campus Center
5:00 - 7:00 - Dolan
$5.00 each
1 Ticket / ID

Cash Only - Student ID Required
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A trip to the infirmary
Angie Allen
Staff Writer
It had been about three nights that
both my roommate and I had not slept
because of the coughing that seemed to
attack my body each night while I lay in
bed. I had taken whole bottles of cough
medicine, drank water, propped myself up
with pillows, basically the whole nine yards.
Finally, when the pressure in my head
grew to be too much and the coughing was
happening twenty-four hours a day, I
decided to succumb and head to the
infirmary for some medical relief. I just
wanted someone to reinstate the fact that I
was sick and they would seriously try to do
something in order for me to recover.
However, my trip to the infirmary was
nothing of the sort.
I walked through the glass doors
up at Dolan pretty early one morning,
around nine o'clock. I was having one of
my coughing attacks, so I couldn't speak
to the women behind the counter right
away "iis was really no big deal because
the two women behind the desk didn't even
flinch when I walked through the doors. I
just kind of stood there trying to get their
attention. I wasn't sure if they wanted me
to throw up in front of them or what. They
were so caught up in discussing Shirley's
new car and "Did you see the size of that
diamond on her finger?" that I was afraid
I'd have to wait there until I actually saw
Shirley's goods, or maybe produced a lung
through my mouth.
Finally the phone rang and I guess
these two characters realized they had to
break the conversation to get it. While one
answered the phone, the other attempted to
acknowledge my existence. She tried to
get all friendly with, Can I help you?"
Help me, I thought, yeah, 1 have not been
standing in front of you for the last five
minutes for my health! Before I even got
any words out of my mouth she simply
waved her hand ;i < me and told me to sign
in and sit down.
Eventually, after more Shirley

stories and other bits and pieces of gossip,
my name was called. I was ushered back
and asked to give my symptoms. The
woman just looked at me as I spoke and
then when I was finished, she started
writing them down. I had to go over the
whole list again, because she couldn't
remember one of them. She placed me in
this room and told me to wait for the Nurse
Practitioner. I waited oh, a good twenty
minutes and she finally showed up.
This Nurse Practitioner started
to perform all sorts of funky things on me
for the symptoms I had. I had a cough,
running nose, and sinus pressure. I guess
I just couldn't gather why she was playing
with my reflexes and asking me about my
drinking habits. She got to my head where
most of my problems were concentrated
and started to bang on my sinus points.
"Does this hurt?" she asked. Well, the last
time I checked, when someone hits you in
the face, it tends to create a bit of pain.
"Yep," she said,"you have a sinus
infection." Well, she'd done it, she'd
deduced what I had. I was told I was going
to get medicine that would alleviate the
pressure and help with the cough.
The medicine they started to hand
me I almost had to laugh at. A little white
envelope of Sudafed followed by a little
white envelope of Tylenol. It was hard to
believe that either of these was going to
cure my cough and alleviate the sinus
pressure. I just got the gall up and I asked
if I could have some "real medicine." The
Nurse Practitioner tilted her head to the
left, crinkled her forehead, and spread her
lips apart in a kind of smirk. She reached
into the depths of the cupboard and came
out with some hard core cough medicine
and an actual prescription drug. I almost
passed out.
I took my goodies and headed
for the door, passing by the gossip queens
still hard at it, and out the glass doors. And
I realized what the Fairfield University
infirmary really meant; a place where you
tell them you have a sore throat and they
try to sell you a leg brace.
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Students deserve a
REAL gym
Richard Leighton
Contributing Writter
I am very dissatisfied with the
work-out gym here at Fairfield University.
I am very concious about my weight,
appearance and overall health. To someone
who is involved in two work study jobs and
has a very respectful scholastic average,
the time that I spend in the gym truly puts
additional pressure on my schedule.
What really gets me angry is when
I have to wait an average of a half-an-hour
to use the one and only step machine. The
model of the step machine is medieval, and
most of the time, I have to wait just as long
to use the three measly exercise bicycles,
one of which has been out of order for two
weeks now.
For a school of approximately
3,000 students, which does not include
continuing ed students, alumni, Fairfield
Prep and faculty, one must agree that the
minimal number of machines is absolutely
ridiculous. There is not one electric
treadmill, probably because of the lack of

room for it in the 7x7 cubicle that we call
the "gym".
The rowing machines are located
above the pool, where the humidity is close
to 100%. Needless to say, using these
machines in this location is extremely
uncomfortable. There is one small exercise
mat also located in this area, and it can only
fit about three people on it.
I just returned from visiting a
friend at a college similar in size to Fairfield
University and its gym puts ours to shame.
There, students have a wide variety of
machines to choose from and plenty of
space. Why should I have to pay an extra
four hundred dollars to join a gym in town,
when I am certainly entitled to enjoy a
decent gym here at school?
It is strange that administrators
stress wellness and productive ways to
deal with problems, but they will not create
a place for students to act on this suggestion.
If we had a decent gym, it is my firm belief
that oui I ioi vcrsity students will be in better
shape, more relaxed and better able to deal
with anxieties.

Send Quotes of the Week
or Articles to Box AA
or the Mirror Office.
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Kevin Ridolfi
A&E Editor

Blood Sugar
In & Out (Weigh)
**l/2(outof5)
In a time when women
are making and breaking ground in
the male dominated rock world,
they are still for the most part only
noticed as vocalists (Melissa
Etheridge, Suzanne Vega) and/or
quirky sex objects (Sheryl Crow).
With the exception of 4 Non
Blondes, female instrumentalists
are virtually nonexistent, and allwomen bands are even harder to
find. Blood Sugar, a New York
based power trio, ends rock's wait
for a competent all-women group.
Blood Sugar, led by
vocalist/guitarist Ann Klein
(Ambitious Lovers, Gang of Four's
Jon King), released its debut album
In & Out on the indie label Weigh.
Klein is backed by more than
competent musicians in Laura
McDonald (bass) and Kathleen
Breitenfield (drums).
The trio shatters the
popular image than women bands
are all like Vixen (all hair, no talent)
with their Southern-fried blend of
the blues and country. On "Dream
in Blue" and "It's Gonna Rain"
they prove they are quite simply a

Arts and Entertainment
Bite sized reviews WVOF's Top Ten
Hot debut album by Judgment System
blends rap and jazz
Picks of the Week
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rock out fit, nothing more. Kind of
a Black Crowes approach.
The half studio, half live
album is on the whole a success
musically ("Slipping Through
Your Fingers" is phenomenal) with
its single note guitar melodies and
driving rhythms. However, Klein's
vocals leave something to be
desired. Simply put, she sounds
overly mournful, even bored at
times.
Blood Sugar is proficient
at its brand of music, but should
stay away from covering the greats.
Their cover of Hendrix' "Manic
Depression" lost something in the
translation: they seem to have
forgotten Jimi's trademark
feedback and distortion.
Other than these lapses,
In & Out is worth a listen. They'll
be touring in New York and the
Northeast for the rest of the year.

Enrico Mandini and his Master
Synchronizer, and four rebel
musicians. Through ten songs and
six sound-bite inserts, Janet Speaks
French follows the comic from
early encounter ("River To My
Soul") to the final rebel victory ("I
See the Sun").
The music shifts from
Primus-like funk, to Beatlesque
orchestration ("Nycita") to acoustic
ballads, and pulls each style off
without a hitch. The best tracks
include the morbid, consciencecleansing "In the Dark" and the
playful "Just Sex."
Planet Janet is more than
a comic soundtrack, it's actually
the soundtrack to life. Janet Speaks
French has a social (and musical)
agenda, and carries it out. The
rebels end synchronized music, and
Janet opens our eyes.

Janet Speaks French
The Planet Janet (7)
*** (out of 5)

Judgment System
Rooftop Soundcheck
(MCA)
***l/2 (out of 5)

Janet Speaks French is
an unusual, but interesting group.
The New York based quintet uses
their tight interplay and cynical
lyrics to create a rock comic. The
Planet Janet is the amusing, yet
pointed result.
The band shapes the story
of a musical battle between Dr.

It's refreshing in this time
of drum programming and
sequenced songs, that a rap act
still plays real instruments. Justice
System,
six
men
from
Greensburgh, New York, throw
the samples and drum machines in
the trash, and rip through a set of
(Turn to Justice, Page 13)

Preview

Torff and Thunderstick to
perform tonight at Quick
Jennifer Panaro
Staff Writer
Have you ever wondered
what it would be like to play with
such renowned musicians as Frank
Sinatra, Mel Torme, or Tony
Bennett? Well, music professor
Brian Torff has played with them
all. Torff will be lending this
experience in a performance with
Derek Perry, Steven Clarke and
Tim Smethurst, all former students
of his, on November 17th at 7:30
and 9:30 p.m. at the Black Box.
"Thunderstick" is what
they call themselves. Their music
consists of a broad range of styles;
anything from rock and jazz to
reggae and blues. "I want to venture
back to the roots and make a
connection between my classes and
my concerts," said musician and
educator Torff.
For this concert Torff
wants to keep the selection at a
more "to date" style. "I want
students to hear more familiar
styles," said Torff, "95% of our
music will be original."
Torff likes to be open
minded about his music and feels
that a broader selection of music
will draw a more diverse crowd
and keep them entertained.
Thunderstick is a fairly recent
band, beginning in August of this
year.. .This. will, be .thei.r. fijtet.

performance here at Fairfield.
"I think that the night
club atmosphere of the Blackbox
brings the audience closer to the
band members and makes for a
more enjoyable performance,"
said Torff. The audience will be
able to order drinks and be at a
more personal level with the
group. "I want to try to do
something different," said Torff.
It is this kind of personal
interaction that has gotten Torff
where he is today. By playing all
his life and having been a
professional for twenty years,
Torff has experienced a wide
range of tour life, music education
and composing. Here at Fairfield, interest and motivation that Torff
Torff has established a highly has shown that has contributed to
respected Jazz program. He teaches the growth of the music scene here
a range of music courses from the on campus. Torff gave up the "road
History of Jazz and the History of life" and is now spending the
Rock N'Roll to American Popular majority of the time teaching.
music dating back to colonial times.
"I teach artistically and
Torff also directs the jazz ensemble, play to educate, and I'm growing
is founderof the summer jazz camp, as a musician and an educator,"
and is musical director of the said Torff.
Bridgeport based Regional Center
"Thunderstick"
of the Arts.
performances are $5.00 for
Torff sees a future where students. The 7:30 show is sold
the music department can attract out.so tickets must be bought
and focus on students who want to relatively soon! Don't miss out on
perform professionally. By having this opportunity of experiencing
more of these concerts, it will Brian Torff, the "teacher by day,
enable the students to become more player by night"! For more
aware of what the music information call the Quick Center
. jj_ej)artrne_ri.t .has tq pffer. It is. the .'.Box Office at ext:,4010.

Matt Spero
WVOFContributing Writer
This week the WVOF music editor has let me submit the
Picks of the Week. What follows is one man's top ten hip-hop
classics. Are they complete? No. Are they the ail-time best? Maybe.
But you can't go wrong with any of these.
1 Public Enemy It Takes A Nation Of Millions To Hold Us
Back (1988) This is the album that redefine#xap. Goundbreaking
production, socially consciouslyrics, and classles galore. The release
all hip-hop should be measured against.
2 Various Artists Rap Master Vote. 8. & 10: These two
compilations offer classic, out of print old school singles by rap's
original masters. Grandmaster Flash, Sugar Hill Gang, Aftka
Bambaataa, Treacherous Three, etc.
3 Beastie Boys Licensed To III (1986) and Paul's Boutique
(1989) With these you have one of rap's all time party albums and one
of rap's all time most underrated albums. This is when the B-Boys.
were strictly rappers.
4 Rua-DMC Together Forever (Greatest Hits) (1991)
Backin 1983 Run-DMC rang in hip hop's new school era. This best
of package has everything from "Sucker MCs" to "Peter Piper".
Adidas Forever.
■;...- 5 Boogie Down Productions Criminal Minded (1986)
Blastmaster KRS-One and DJ Scott La Rock's classic mix of
minimalist beats and sharp lyrics. This one's hard to find, but worth
the search.
6 NWA Straight OuttaCompton(l9&%) Oneof the first and
definitely most successful Gangsta records. Dr. Dre, Ice Cube, EazyE, and MC Ren in their prime. Not for the easily offended.
If.'kiir'i'jtttJilii-.iit'"'- -;■'"'!<*"
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7 Wu-Tang Clan Enter The Wu-Tang(36 Chambers)
(1993) 36 Chambers sounds like it was released in rap's glory days
(86-88). Wu-Tang's eight McCoys each have their own style that
will carry rap through the rest of the decade.
8 Eric B. and Rakim Paid in Full (1986) Rakim's lowflow rap skills took MCing to a higher level. Contains the ail-time
classics "Eric B. For President" and "My Melody".
9 De La Soul 3 Feet High and Rising (\989)The album that
launched the DAISY Age and influenced countless rap groups. One
of the first groups to creatively sample and rhyme abstractly.
10 Dr. Dre The Chronic (1992) Dre's funk samples and
Snoop Doggy Dogg's low drawl took Gangsta Rap to its pinnacle.
Death Row's best moment.
Well, there it is. Serious music fans, whether you like rock,
alternative, or whatever, you owe it to yourself to check some of these
out. Check out Hip-Hop Night on WVOF (88.5) every Monday night.
8-10 Reggae with Rasta George, 10-12 Hip Hop Nation, and 12-2 In
The Mix.

New Releases
Marian Carey Merry Christmas

BobSeger Greatest Hits

Kenny G Mirracles:The Holiday
Album

Sade The Best of Sade
George Strait Lead On

Natalie Cole Holly & Ivy
The Chipmunks A Very Merry
Chipmunk

Grover Washington Jr. All My
Tomorrows
Bud Powell The Complete Blue
Note and Roost Recordings

TLC Crazysexycool

The Beatles The Gray Album
(December)

Frank Sinatra Ducts 11
Doctor Dre & Ed Lover Back
Up Off Me!

Pearl Jam Vitalogy (Dec. 5)

Big Audio Higher Power

Rush (December)

Candy Machine
Proposal
....

A Modest
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Marcus Roberts Gershwin For
Lovers
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Movie Review

Book Review

Cruise disappointing
in Interview With the
Vampire

The First Wives' Club

Interview With the Vampire
Grade: C
Starring Tom Cruise, Brad Pitt, Antonio
Banderas, Stephen Rea, Christian Slater.
Adaptation of Anne Rice novel. Rated R.
Robert Gallo
Assistant A&E Editor
Tom Cruise is not the first actor
one would think of to play a vampire, but
nonetheless he plays the lead character of
Lestat mlnterview With The Vampire. While
I've liked most Tom Cruise movies in the
past, most notably Top Gun an&A Few Good
Men, this role is so different that it doesn't
seem like a Tom Cruise movie.
This new role is not all that
becoming for Cruise as he seems to stumble
through the dialogue without really knowing
what he' s supposed to do. While some of the
other supporting actors give above average
performances, Cruise's performance hinders
the rest of the movie.
The movie is adapted from the best
selling novel by Anne Rice and begins in the
present day with Louis (Brad Pitt) telling his
story to a reporter (Christian Slater). Louis
is describing his life as a vampire, and thus
most of the movie exists through his narration
of past events to the reporter. Louis takes us
back to 1791 and the death of his wife and
child; he describes this as the lowest point of
his life and all he wanted was death.
However, what he received was something
totally different, immortality.
Lestat (Cruise) offers Louis the
choice of death or immortality (becoming a
vampire), of which he chooses the latter. At
this point the movie focuses on life as a
vampire, and becomes somewhat bloody as
the audience is shown repeated scenes of
Lestat killing victims so that the two vampires
might eat.
We are next introduced to the
character of Claudia (Kirsten Dunst) who
gives perhaps the best performance in the
film. Claudia is found weeping over her
dead mother's body by Louis, and because
he feels so sorry for her he brings her to
Lestat so that she too might experience

On Screen:
Clerks (Brian O'Halloran, Rated: R)
Hoop Dreams (PG-13)
Little Giants (PG)

immortality. What Lestat does not know is
that his decision to turn Claudia into a
vampire would have severe consequences
for him.
Claudia begins to hate the fact that
she will always remain a 12 year old child
and blames Lestat for not allowing her to
just die peacefully. Claudia turns on Lestat
and apparently kills him, but as we see later
he never really dies.
The rest of the movie recounts
Louis' life as a vampire up until his encounter
with the reporter to whom he decides to tell
his story. Pitt's character is really the focus
of the movie despite the fact that his character
is not as powerful as Cruise's. Pitt's
performance is also better than Cruise\so
luckily for the moviegoer we see more of
him than Cruise.
What the movie really suffers from
is an identity crisis as it can't decide whether
its supposed to be a romance, a horrormovie,
or a comedy. This crisis thoroughly confuses
the actors as they are trying to make you
laugh one moment and trying to scare you at
others.
The movie also suffers from a
common problem that often plagues movies
that are translated from books. The movie
tries to condense a complex plot into a two
hour movie, but fails to do so adequately.
The vie wer is often confused trying to follow
the meandering plot.
The ending is also a major
disappointment as it tries to scare the viewer,
but is really a poorly veiled attempt to set up
a sequel which is all but guaranteed if the
movie does well at the box office.
All in all, Interview is an average
movie that could have been a whole lot
better with a better adaptation of the book.
There are some good performances among
the cast, but most of these are in supporting
roles and not enough to make up for the rest
of the movie's flaws.
The blood and gore of the movie
often served no purpose, and seemed to be
thrown in because vampires and blood are
naturally related. But, if you really liked the
book don't let me stop you from seeing the
movie, but don't blame me if you're
disappointed.

Love Affair (Warren Beatty, PG-13)
The War
Junior (Nov. 23)
Cobb (Dec. 2)
The Santa Clause

Olivia Goldsmith
Melissa Masikiewicz
Staff Writer
Soon after her friend Cynthia's funeral, Annie receives a letter from her, written
just before she committed suicide. The letter brings to light the fact that Cynthia's
husband Gil took everything from her - her family name, money, contacts, and children
- and finally left her, so she sees no other w;: out but to stop the pain of her life.
The First Wives' Club, by Olivia Goldsmith, is about what happens when Annie
decides something must be done about Gil and all the other men of the world who used
their wives to gain success, only to divorce them for younger "trophy wives." Annie and
her friends Elise and Brenda are all first wives who had given up their own dreams to help
their husbands rise to the top uf their respective business worlds - advertising, home
entertainment, and law. The friends devise an elaborate plan to bring Gil and their exhusbands, and their second wives, down to whu e they belong. And, best of all, their falls
will take place in front of the New York society members who most admire the men.
The First Wives' Club is a celebration of the powers of friendship as much as
it is a story of sweet revenge. The novel is entertaining from cover to cover, as the first
wives plot against their ex-husbands, patiently waiting for the day each will get what he
deserves - the day everyone involved will realize that what goes around does come
around.

Area Theaters
Trumbull Crown Cinemas
374-0462

Westport Fine Arts
227-3324

Milford Showcase
878-5600

Bridgeport Showcase
339-7171

Fairfield Community
255-6555

Fairfield Cinema
339-7151

MURRAY'S
COMPACT DISC
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2395 Black Rock Tpke.
Fairfield, CT 06430

Murray's Compact Disc
Presents the New PEARL
JAM CD VITALOGY on
SALE at MIDNIGHT.
Monday, December 5TH.
CALL FOR DETAILS!
374-7288
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED
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F.U. Glee Club announces
annual winter concert
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The governing board of the F.U. Glee Clui
Matthew Hall
. Contributing Writer
The Fairfield University Glee Club
will perform its annual winter concert on
Friday, December 2nd at 8:00 p.m. and
Saturday, December 3rd at 2:00 p.m. at the
Quick Center for the Arts. An additional
performance will be on Friday, December
9th at 8:00 p.m., at the St. Catherine of Siena
Church in Riverside, CT.
Directed by Carole Ann CoyneMaxwell, this winter's concerts will continue
theGlee Club's fifty year tradition of musical
excellence. The concerts will feature the
year long theme " Americanarama," and will
be titled "Christmas-The American Spirit."
The concert will be divided into
two parts. The first half of the concert will
focus on American music, including pieces
from the Colonial period, the "Yankee
Tunesmiths," and contemporary times.
Composers represented will include William
Billings, Randol Alan Bass, and Charles

Theodore Pachelbel, whose Magnificat was
premiered in 1736 in the first concert ever
presented in New York City.
The second half will feature "The
American Spirit." A number of favorite
Christmas characters will join the Fairfield
University Children's Theater in a tribute to
our traditional Christmas celebrations.
The concert will also feature the
composition "Look At Me" by John
Courtmanche, a former Fairfield University
student. This composition is part of a year
long artistic celebration of the Special
Olympics World Games in 1995. The song
was inspired by athletes and achievers with
mental retardation, and will be included on
a CD summarizing the "Art, Artists,
Athletes" celebration.
Tickets for the concerts at the Quick
Center are presently on sale. Prices are $5
for the general public and $3 for students.
Call the Quick Center box office at 254:
4010 for more information.

Communications Club
visits Montel
Stacey Mica
Contributing Writer

"If I wanna take a guy home with me tonight, it's none of your business." This
popular song lyric captures the essence of the Montei Williams Show attended by the
Communications Club on Wednesday Novembe-.9th.
Our group left campus dressed to impress and ready to strut our stuff on national
TV. The discussion became quite intense as the girlson the panel told tales of their sexual
prowess. A stage assistant prompted the girls to fight the audience and she also urged us
to participate. I must admit that the topic was too sensational for me to comment on, yet
other students were not intimidated. Senior Lou Rivera questioned the young "ladies"
actions, and one proceeded to call him a nerd in front of the entire studio audience and
millions of people who will watch the show at home.
Unfortunately the Montel Show did not live up to my expectations. Besides the fact
that the stories shared by the panelists should have remained within the walls of their
bedrooms, the girls also seemed to be acting. Seeing the show in person has tarnished my
opinion of Montel's show itself, yet I still believe that he is an excellent host. Montel asked
the right questions at the right times. He seemed completely prepared and was very friendly
towards the audience. He asked us questions about Fairfield before taping and during
commercial breaks. He even introduced his wife and son to the audience. Montel also was
wearing a very stylish outfit, proving that he will always be a "snappy dresser."

Great haircuts
Great prices
Now
$20.00 w/ student ID

(reg. $35 and $38)
professional manicure $8.00
other special rates on waxing
A FULL SERVICE SALON
call for appointments
259-1649
26 Sherman Court
(behind the Fairfield Store)

Master percussionist to
play with jazz ensemble
PR
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Master drummer and West
African native Abraham Kobena Adzinyah
will appear in concert with the Fairfield
University Jazz Ensemble on Tuesday, Dec.
6, at 8 p.m. The show fuses traditional tribal
music with jazz, calypsr. rock n' roll and
reggae for a unique cross-cultural experience.
Dressed in colorful, ancestral
robes, Adzinyah will perform on handcarved drums from pre-colonial Africa. The
drums are as varied as the sounds that come
out of them. Some are carved from a single
block of wood, others from several pieces
bound together. There are square drums,
barrel-shaped drums, hour glass drums and
pot-shaped drums.
"Music is a powerful instrument
for building community," said Adzinyah.
"It shapes our behavior and our attitudes.
The oral tradition is very much a part of
Afrif,ar> life, and much knowledge and
his'ory is pass'H on by w.ord of mouth.
Musicians pla u critical lole in this."
According to Adzinyah, in Africa
music is an integral part of birth, christening,
marriage and death rituals. The master
drummer not only plays the drum, but knows
the complete history of it, and of the music
and the region of its origin.
The rhythms of African music are
highly infectious, and Adzinyah says he like
to encourage a lot of audience participation
at his concerts. "In West Africa, there is
nothing like the audience-performer
relationship that exists in America. In Africa,
everyone takes part and participates in the
music."
Adzinyah has toured the world

Abraham Adzinyah
with the Ghana Dance Ensemble, and since
1969 has been the director of the West
African Music and Dance program at
Wesleyan University. He is the founder of
the group, "The Talking Drums," and has
appeared on national television and at
international arts festivals. He also performed
at the 1968 Olympics in Mexico, and has
appeared on stage with a number of jazz
artists including Dizzy Gillespie, Ed
Blackwell, Marion Brown and Clifford
Thornton.
Jazz Ensemble director Brian
Torff is very enthusiastic about the upcoming
concert. "It is a pleasure to have Adzinya
performing with the Jazz Ensemble," said
Torff. "Much of today's American music
has its roots in Africa. By understanding the
forces that went into creating African music
we are able to come to a better understanding
of our own culture."
Tickets are $5 for the general
public, and $3 for students and seniors.For
more information contact the Quick Center
Box Office at (203) 254-4010.

Justice System and
Everclear's debut albums
(Continuedfrom Page 11)
rap spiced with jazz on Rooftop Soundtrack.
The album follows the rap/jazz
fusion started and popularized by (among
others) Miles Davis, Tribe Called Quest,
and Us3. But unlike Tribe and Us3, Justice
System steers clear of samples, opting
instead to recreate their own jazz lines
courtesy of multi-instrumentalist Alex
Auld. His work with Mitch White (trumpet)
on "Just Because" is excellent. The track
begins with a big band hom melody, and
blends into a fast rap about gender relations.
The band features two rappers,
the smooth Jahbaz and roughedged Folex.
The two mesh nicely on "Dedication to
Bambaattaa" and the first single "Summer
in the City."
The live instrumentation adds
more to the band's music than words can
possibly describe. Eric G (drums) and Coz
Boogie (bass) on "Flexin' Tha 111 Funk"
destroy any rhythm an Awai drum machine
can call up. And no sampler can sound
more alive and energized than Justice
System on the Latin instrumental "Santana."

Everclear
World of Noise (Capitol)
•1/2 (out of 5)
The name of Everclear's debut

release World ofNoise is extremely fitting.
The trio from Portland, Oregon assaults
the listener with sheets of guitar noise,
repetitive drumming, and incoherent
vocals.
This is moshing music in its most
primitive, thoughtless form. If Everclear
intended to produce a soundtrack for
America's mosh pit, they have succeeded.
If the trio expected their audience to listen
and absorb meaning from World of Noise,
they failed miserably.
Throughout most of the album,
the drummer Scott Cuthbert plays the same
rhythm over and over again. He sounds
like the drum track from "Even Flow" on
repeat mode. Craig Montoya (bass) seems
to forget he is part of a rhythm section, and
instead thumps along in heavy-handed
denial that his instrument isn't the focal
point.
The best songs on the album are
not surprisingly the one's in which the
band turns down the distortion and plays
music. "Pennsylvania Is..." describes teen
troubles and actually gets the point across
coherently. "Malevolent" and "Loser
Makes Good" are also decent songs that
aren't too hard on the ears.
For most of World of Noise,
however, a set of earplugs and acopy of the
lyrics are essential listening equipment.
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Lady Stags ready to make run at MAAC Championship
(Cont. from pagel6)
and 5.3 rebounds per game last
year, Coach Nolan is hoping that
Johns is a major contributor to
the team's success.
The well-rounded play
and leadership of senior forward
Lauren Reitwiesner will be
needed throughout the '94-'95
season. Reitwiesner brings much
experience with her, as she
played in all 29 games for the
Lady Stags in 1993-94. She was
named to the MAAC AllTournament Team and finished
the season fifth in free throw
percentage (77%), tenth in steals
(1.8 per game) and 11th in
scoring (llppg) in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference.
Seniors Erin Mooney
and Christine Wallace offer
significant depth to the guard
and
center
positions,
respectively. Mooney played in
all 29 games last year and also
gives the Lady Stags great long
range shooting ability. She will
be called upon to share both the
point guard and shooting guard
positions. Wallace, the 6'3"
center, will have to increase her
rebounds, along with Johns,
because of the loss of Massari.
Her presence in the paint makes
opponents weary of entering the
area, as she led the conference in
blocks with 30 (1.15 per game).
The solid all around

Coach Nolan is hoping to guide her team to another winning season.
photo: Sports Information
play of junior All-MAAC guard
Christine Fryer will once again be
of utmost importance to a
successful Lady Stags season.
Fryer has been extremely effective
running Fairfield's offense from
the point guard position. Fryer has
played in 28 games in both of her
first two seasons and had started in

47 straight until sitting out the last
regular season home game against
Iona. Her play speaks for itself, as
she finished last year on top of the
conference in steals (3.1 spg),
second in assists (4.1 apg), third in
free throw percentage (80%),
fourth in scoring (15.3 ppg) and

sixth in field goal percentage
(37%). Christine has proven to be
an exciting player to watch and
will cause many problems for the
opposition, both offensively and
defensively.
Fairfield's depth is seen
in juniors Dana Mathews and
MariPat Campbell. Mathews, a
forward, contributed in all 29
games in'93-'94. After averaging
2.9 points per game last year, Dana
will be looking to become a bigger
offensive threat. Mathews had a
career high of eight points and
three assists against Fordham last
year. Campbell will come in and
help back up Fryer at the point.
She should develop into a major
floor leader during the times Fryer
is on the bench.
Tami McGlynn, the
MAAC Rookie-of-the-Year in '93'94, is an explosive offensive threat,
as well as defensive enforcer. A
5'8" sophomore guard, McGlynn
averaged 5.2 points per game. She
started the last seven games for the
Lady Stags, a span that saw them
go 5-2. Between Fryer and herself,
Fairfield possesses one of the
strongest backcourts in the MAAC.
Sophomores Heidi Gill
and Bridget Cleary will provide
much needed depth at the center
and forward positions. Coach
Nolan did a good job in giving
playing time to both Lady Stags in

their first year. The two will be
counted on for rebounding support
and solid offensive and defensive
play.
This year's newcomers
include Page Driscoll, a 6'0"
forward
from
Devlon,
Pennsylvania, Jessica Grossarth,
also a 6'0" forward from Howard
Beach, New York and Chantel
Williams, a 5'8" guard from
Irvington, New Jersey.
All of the newcomers
contributed significantly during
their senior season at their
respective high schools. If Coach
Nolan uses her freshmen like she
did last year, the three will be called
upon often to contribute off of the
bench.
Nolan's past coaching
success and the talent and depth
offer the Lady Stags a bright
outlook for the upcoming season.
NOTES: The Lady Stags
open up their season on Sunday,
November 27 at the University of
Miami. Their home opener will be
on November 30 against Central
Connecticut. The team will be
looking forward to you, the
students, to turnout and contribute
to the team's success. The highest
turnout the team received at home
last season was 724 against Niagara
for a team that was above .500 and
had past successes. They deserve
more.

Hockey knocks off first
three opponents easily I don't have any cute sayings.
I just need some pictures.
If you are interested in taking
them, come by the Mirror office
in Gonzaga.
Thank you.
(Cont. from page 16)

of .921.

Despite losing their
most productive line of Tim
Malay (24 goals, 22 assists),
Scott Lindsay (12 goals, 12
assists), and Bob Terry (16
goals, 14 assists), the Stags
return 15 of the 23 players
from a team that went 14-6-1
(8-4-1 in ECAC South),
Fairfield's best record in 20
years. Last year's team had a
best ever 8-0 start but suffered
a 0-3-1 midseason slump
which McCarthy hopes to
avoid in 1994-1995.
The Stags return
their #2 and #3 scorers from
last year in senior co-captain
Greg Stone (20 goals, 16
assists) and junior Anthony
Spinelli (19 goals, 15 assists).
The defensive corps
was not greatly affected by
graduation with senior cocaptain David Dudley leading
a maturing group. Fairfield
also has a strong recruiting
class including Daniel
Braasch who leads the team
in scoring with two goals and
four assists through three
games. Stone and Spinelli are
next with five points each.
McCarthy has also
been impressed with the play
of freshmen Marc Spellane,
Russell Flynne, and Michael
Condelli plus junior transfer
Mike Ogar.
"I'm very pleased

with the overall play of the
team," McCarthy said. "The
team is deeper than last year
and more even in its depth.
This is a very cohesive group
with no factions within the
team."
The
players'
ability to control their
tempers
and
avoid
retaliatory fouls has been
beneficial and the Stags have
capitalized on their
opponents' 72 penalty
minutes compared to
Fairfield's 48. The Stags
have a 33 3% power play (6
for 18) and have killed nine
of 11 penalties (81.8%) with
one short-handed goal. Last
year, the Stags' 10 shorthanded goals set on ECAC
South record.
The main goal for
the Stags this season is to
make the playoffs and
winning the ECAC South
would bring an automatic
bid for the ECAC
Tournament. The key to
moving up from last year's
second place finish will be
beating Skidmore, last
year's ECAC South
champion who defeated
Fairfield twice. McCarthy
is uneasy about an at-large
bid especially since he feels
that the Stags were snubbed
last year. McCarthy cites the

selection
committee's
ECAC
North and
Central bias
plus
a
strength of
schedule
factor which
does not
count
Fairfield's
tough
games
against
Army, Holy
Cross, and
Rochester
Institute of
Technology.
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Scores don't tell all at URI meet

Thursday, November 17, 1994/15

Volleyball impressive in MAACs
David Russo
Staff Writer

■™- "vmiitwii' —IIIU.,,,,..I mmmmmmm
Senior Chris McTague practicing for upcoming meet against Seton Hall

Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
In many sports, the
difference between winning and
losing is only a matter of a few
inches. Such was the case this past
weekend, as the Fairfield
University swim team traveled to
face the University of Rhode Island
and the University of Southern
Connecticut. The men fell to both
teams, while the women gained a
split,
beating
Southern
Connecticut.
Although the men
dropped both ends of the tri-meet,

they did not really swim very
poorly. Many of the races were
very close, but the Stags just could
not pull away for the victory.
"We only lost by a little
bit, " Coach Phil Palumbo said,
who is entering his fourth year
season at Fairfield. "The score
looks lopsided, but it is not an
indication of what went on in the
pool."
Meanwhile, the women's
squad had a better showing. They
knocked off Southern Connecticut
by a score of 52-29. The Lady
Stags were more fortunate than
their male counterparts as they

photo: K. Wolfthal

emerged victorious in many of the
close races against some
formidable competition.
"Both
Southern
Connecticut and the University of
Rhode Island are really good,"
Coach Palumbo said. "The
University of Rhode Island is
heavily funded by scholarships.
But we did very well."
This weekend the Stags
and Lady Stags will be at home for
a dual meet against Seton Hall
University. Coach Palumbo's
squad has become competitive
against this Big East conference
team in the past. "There is a definite

LIVING
WITH A BUZ

n
iimn
A LIFE THAT

NE¥EJIWUZ
We could tell you that marijuana Is a crude drug made from the
plant Cannahls satlva. We could also say that this mind altering weed
Is psychologically addictive after long-term use. But, we won't That
would be a waste of your time. You already know all that
What you might not already know Is that 80% of Fairfield U. students haven't used pot, and that only a few, 11% in fact are current
pot-heads. So what's the high point? 87% of students polled said that
they didn't want pot anywhere near the parties they hung at
Put that in your one hit and smoke it, Fairfield U.
For more information alwut Marijuana, please call the Office of Substance Abuse Prevention at
(203) 2'5'MOOO ext. 2146. Statistics taken from 1993 Fairfield University
CORE Drug and Alcohol survey.

difference in
talent level
between the Big
East and the
M A A C , "
Coach Palumbo
said. "But we
can't worry
about that. We
just have to go
out and swim as
fast as we can."

The Fairfield University
women's volleyball team traveled
to Buffalo, New. York this part
weekend for Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference tournament.
The Lady Stags advanced to the
championship match by defeating
Iona in the semifinals; however,
in the finals they were outclassed
by Siena as the Saints captured
their second consecutive MAAC
title.
The Lady Stags needed
four games, in the best of five
semifinal series, to defeat Iona,
15-8,5-15, 15-2, 15-11. Laura
Gleason led the team with 17
kills and an astounding .487 attack
percentage.
Gleason was
followed in kills by teammates
Stefany Shaheen with 12, Kara
Dugan with 10, Amy Boudreau
with four while Tina Weiboldt
and Nicole Arzillo had one kill
apiece.
Of the 43 Lady Stag
kills, 35 were assisted upon by
Arzillo, for an outstanding .304
assist percentage.
Defensively, Shaheen
led the team with 22 digs followed
by Boudreau with 15, Arzillo with
13 with Gleason, Weiboldt and
Dugan each contributing in the
semifinal victory.
The Lady Stags had six
service aces and six team blocks
in what must have been a most
satisfying victory.
Against Siena in the
finals, the Lady Stags were
outplayed and defeated in a three
game sweep, 15-5, 15-8, 15-2.
Boudreau led the team with seven
kills, followed by Shaheen with
six, Dugan with five, while Sheri
Fournier, Gleason, Arzillo and
Weiboldt also tallied kills.
Gleason was stymied by the
Saints, as they allowed only three
of her 18 kill attempts to fall.

Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer
1. Arkansas:
The
defending national champions
return all five starters including
playerof the year candidate Corliss
Williamson (20.4 ppg, 7.7 rpg).
2. North Carolina:
Sophomores Rasheed Wallace and
Jerry Stackhouse should combine
with senior guard Donald Williams
to give the Tar Heels another run
at the Final Four.
3. Kentucky: Pitino's
Wildcats are looking for a big year
from junior forward Rodrick
Rhodes (14.6 ppg) and have two
highly touted freshmen in Allen
Edwards and Antoine Walker.
4. UCLA:
The
O'Bannon brothers, Ed and
Charles, along with point guard
Tyus Edney should end a string of
disappointing
NCAA
performances by the Bruins.
5.
UMASS:
The
Minutemen return a starting five
including senior forward Lou Roe
(18.6 ppg, 8.3 rpg) and shotblocking sophomore Marcus
Carnby.
6. Syracuse:
The

Arzillo continued her
setting dominance as she
assisted on 20 of the team's 27
kills.
The Lady Stags were
busy on the defensive end as
Shaheen again led the team in
digs with 10. She was followed
by Boudreau with eight and
Arzillo with six, as each Lady
Stag had at least one dig in the
final.
Fairfield had no team
blocks and only two service aces
in an exhausting loss.
Two members of the
Lady Stags were named to the
All-Tournament Team. Gleason
and Arzillo received the honors.
Arzillo's strength is
hersettingability. Her55assists
in the two matches greatly
enabled her teammates to score
points on kills.
Gleason had 20 kills
in the two matches. She
propelled her team to the MAAC
finals with 17 of her 20 kills
coming in the semifinal victory
versus Iona.
Gleason was also
named to the 1994 All-MAAC
Team, as voted by the league's
eight coaches. Gleason, a5'l 1"
junior and last year's MAAC
Player of the Year, led the
conference in blocking average
(1.41) and was among the fop
five in the conference in kills
average (3.12).
The Lady Stags will
lose an integral player from this
year's team to graduation, senior
captain Amy Boudreau.
Whether or not the team will be
able to adequately fill the void
remains to be seen. However, it
was a great season for the Lady
Stags, one in which they
survived a coaching change,
qualified for the MAAC
tournament and improved
tremendously upon a somewhat
disappointing year last season.

Orangemen have the Big East's
best player in Lawrence Moter
(21.5 ppg) and hope junior-college
transfer Michael Lloyd can step ir
for Adrian Autry at the point.
7. Virginia: Point guarc
Cory Alexander, who missed lasi
season with a broken leg is back tc
lead a Cavalier squad which
includes returning starters Junioi
Burrough, Harold Dane, anc
freshman Curtis Staples.
8. Georgetown: The
Hoyas should be back to mid-80;
form this year with one of the
nation's top frontlines in Othelh
Harrington, Don Reid, plus a top 5
recruiting class including Aller
Iverson who will team with senioi
George Butler in the backcourt.
9. Arizona: Point guarc
Damon Stoudamire (18.3 ppg'
returns along with three othei
starters including Reggie Geary
who will be counted on more
offensively this year.
10. Indiana: A grea'
recruiting class headed by Andrae
Patterson should combine with foui
returning starters including Alar
Henderson (117.8 ppg, 10.3 rpg;
to lead the Hoosiers to a Big Ter
title.
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Women's hoops looking to
reign supreme in MAAC

Tim Kahiliy
Staff Writer

Clemente Pascarella
StaffWriter

Dianne Nolan and her
Fairfield Lady Stags have an
optimistic outlook towards the
1994-95 season. After last year's
17-12 record (8-6 in the MAAC),
the team hopes to improve and
advance to the NCAA tournament.
The Lady Stags return a
strong lineup that lost only Robin
Massari and Katie Walheim to
graduation. Last year's runner-up
in the MAAC tournament will look
to capture their third MAAC title.
The focus around this
year's team will revolve around its
four seniors and very talented
depth.
Forward/center Carla
Johns is expected to be one of the
team's main contributors on the
boards due to the departure of
Fairfield's leading rebounder,
Massari. Johns' various inside
moves and long range shooting
ability make her a strong offensive
presence. Averaging 8.9 points

(Continued on page 14)

Turkey and the GOP
Dan Martin
Sports Editor

Guard Christine Fryer hopes to lead the Lady Stags to a championship.
photo:D. Gunn

Stags skate to a fast start
Beat Villanova and Scranton to go 3-0

Tony Spinelli has helped the hockey team to an undefeated beginning.
Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer

The Fairfield hockey
team improved to 3-0 overall with
road victories over Villanova (4-2)
and the University of Scranton (70) this past weekend.
Trailing 1-0 entering the
third period of Friday's game at
Villanova, the Stags tied the game
and then traded goals until an empty
net goal clinched the 4-2 victory.

Head coach Dr. John
McCarthy feels the victory showed
oneof the team's essential qualities.
"Any road game is tough to start
with and it takes guts to go into the
third down 1 -0 and then go ahead,"
McCarthy said. "The team is very
persistent and just doesn't fold."
In Sunday's game, the
Stags dominated a weak Scranton
squad scoring on seven of their 55
shots on goal. McCarthy feels that
when Scranton visits the
Wonderland of Ice on December

Inside Sports...

photo:S.Warner
10th, the Stags should get double
figure goals.
While the Stags' main
goalkeeper is junior Steve
Woodward (10-3-0 last year),
sophomore Brian Manning (2-1
last year) got the start against
Scranton and saved all 15 shots
that he faced to record his second
career shutout. Woodward was in
net for Fairfield's first two games
and allowed three goals for a GAA
of 1.50 and has a save percentage

(Continued on page 14)

This Week:

With the season of giving thanks upon us, I tried to figure out
what I was thankful for this year. Now, aside from all of that sugarsweet stuff that everyone always says, I wanted something more. Over
and over again at the Thanksgiving table you hear, "Oh, thank you God
for my mother and my father and Larry the Dog. Thank you for our
health and sunshine and giving us enough to eat." Who isn't thankful
for any of those things? What ever happened to originality? I want to
make my family'sThanksgiving dinner more interesting, so I attempted
to think of what perspective I could bring to achieve this goal. I said
to myself, "Why not say what you are thankful for as sports editor?"
I'm glad I thought of it early enough, because if I had tried
to come up with things while sitting at the table, there would have been
a very long, awkward silence as I conjured up images of teams that
didn't have all that much success and seasons that were canceled.
"Well," I thought to myself,' Maybe that nonsense about sunshine and
food really isn't so bad." But, after giving the thought proper
consideration, I realized that all was not bleak.
I could be thankful for the start of the basketball season.
Both the men's and women's teams are still undefeated. While I don't
count on the men staying that way too far into the season, I have been
wrong before. The women's team, headed by coach Dianne Nolan,
looks strong once again. After finishing fourth in the MAAC during
the regular season last year, the Lady Stags scored a tremendous upset
in the first round of the MAAC tournament. The team defeated the
regular season champions, Siena, 77-64. They showed that they
could compete against anyone in the conference.
There is no reason to believe that the team won't do as well
this year. Although they lost MAAC First Team selection Robin
Massari, the other four starters are all returning. Junior guard
Christine Fryer was named to the preseason All-MAAC team and was
the Rookie-of- the-Year in 1993. Carla Johns, a senior forward, was
named to the All-MAAC Second Team this preseason and led Fairfield
in field goal percentage last year. Coach Nolan puts a solid team on
the floor every year. She has guided the Lady Stags to winning seasons
in 10 of her 12 seasons.
These successful veterans, as well as
underclassmen who played very well last year should provide another
winning season. A 16-10 record overall (10-4 in the MAAC) is not out
of reach, leaving them behind Siena going into the tournament.
Another thing to be thankful for is the early success that ice
hockey has had. The team has started off with three straight wins.
After beating Sacred Heart and skating past Villanova, the team really
started playing on all cylinders in its 7-0 win over Scranton. Head
coach Dr. John McCarthy led the team to 14-6-1 record last year. The
Stags were somehow not invited to any post season play, so they had
better continue their winning ways so as not to leave it up to chance.
I could be thankful for both tennis teams winning the MAAC
and giving the school something to be proud of. I am particularly
thankful for the women winning their third championship in a row,
which enabled me to use the word "three-peat." For some reason, I just
get a kick out of using it.
I am also thankful that the Republicans gained control of
Congress (this actually ties into sports). I'm not just spouting off
political rhetoric, either. If the new situation had been in place this
past year, the baseball season wouldn't have been ended. If George
Bush was still in charge, I know he wouldn't have let that travesty
occur. He would have stepped in and demanded action or, at the very
least, taken the field himself. So now, after the officials are
inaugurated, this whole mess will be worked out in no time at all.
There. That wasn't nearly as bad as I thought it would be. So
after everyone else drones on next Thursday about "the best Butterball
ever" and Aunt Matilda's world-famous pumpkin pie that gives the
whole family kidney stones, I will recite these very same grateful
words written above. I'm sure there won't be a dry eye in the house.

Women's hoops preview; hockey wins 3;
volleyball comes in
^
second

Next Week:
Turkey!
Ttirkey!
Turkey!

